Empower your next generation workforce with G Suite and Accenture

Is your workforce...

- Spending time on inefficient, menial tasks (finding files, trawling through emails)?
- Investing more in untangling process and workflow duplication, rather than conceiving ‘the next big idea’?

The time to evolve your workforce is now, where success looks like:

- Editing, sharing, discussing and collaborating, organisation-wide (and beyond) in real-time.
- Automating (and speeding up) processes and workflows.
- Uniting teams and maximising talent, regardless of location.
- Simplifying administration and managing users, devices and data more securely and easily.
- Empowering people to perform at their best.

G Suite and Accenture: Gain the productive edge

Bottom line results we’ve seen:

- 1.5% increase in revenue driven by G Suite
- 331% ROI driven by G Suite

(Results from a global conglomerate with 20K employees and $3B in annual revenue)

Some of the outcomes we’ve seen

Enterprise success

- 90% Increased and user satisfaction - with large enterprise real estate company
- 60% Increase in uptime and collaboration - with multinational financial and insurance services company
- 2 M+ users migrated to G Suite
- 42 TB of data migrated for 20,000 users across 60 countries and 275+ locations. - with global telecommunications company

21,000 cloud projects, 68 countries, 77,000 skilled cloud professionals.

Reach out to GoogleGSuite@accenture.com and talk to us about starting your organisation’s journey to G Suite.
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